Discussion & Conclusions
• Human efficiency in face identification tasks is very low (Gold et. al, 1999) , but human learning efficiency is very high compared to previous perceptual learning studies (Eckstein et. al, 2004 ).
• Humans use discriminating information from the nose the most inefficiently, while information in the eyes and, especially, the mouth, is consistently used the most efficiently.
• Humans thus preferentially use information from certain features more than others. Furthermore, humans increase their efficiency sharply as they trim the number of potentially relevant features. We speculate that humans are not good at integrating information across mulitiple features.
Results (Paradigm 2)
The stimuli are the average face with discriminating information in single features. • π t,x refers to the prior probability of feature x being the relevant set on trial t.
Nose
• π 1,x =0.25 (i.e. 1/# sets) for all sets, x.
Human learning, shown as absolute performance (percent correct) and relative performance (efficiency) to the Ideal Observer.
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